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in a basin of water, and the circuit completed through a galva
nometer. The temperature of the water in the basin might then 
be altered till the galvanometer ga ,·e zero indication." 

Sir Wm. Thomson now adds the recommendation that, in 
carryino- out this method, the two wires, each well covered with 
gulta-p~rcha should be twisted together; that the wires should 
be stout.antl'as homogeneous as possible throughout, and that a 
piece of stout copper tube should be attached to the lower junc. 
tion, this tube being uncovered and in close contact with the 
earth all round, its purpose being to insure that the junction 
tal<es the proper temperature. 

It would probably be desirable, in filling up the bore, to mix 
clay with the original material to render it watertight, for it 
v,·ould be jmpossible to render the filling of the bore as compact 
as the surrounding rock. 

Several pairs of wires would be buried in the i;ame bore, with 
their lower junctions at different carefully-measured depths. 

The upper junctions would be kept in a room provided with a 
steady table for a mirror-galvanometer. 

THE RAINFALL OF THE WORLD 1 

r. THE pamphlet referred to below embodies the outline of 
an attempt to bring into harmony the disconnected, 

and in some cases apparently irreconcilable results that have 
hitherto attended comparisons of tetTestrial rainfall and sun-spot 
variations. It relates, therefore, to the entire rainfall system of 
the globe. · 

2. The plan by which it is thought this object will be best 
attained is one which divides the world into a number of rain
fall zones where either a priori considerations or actual expe
ri ence would lead us to expect typical changes in the effects of a 
reciurino- secular variation in solar radiated heat upon the rain
fall· it beinct immaterial as far as regards the practical advan
ta"C~ secured by this method of hyeto-graphical subdivision, 
whether the solar radiation be ultimately found to vary directly 
or inversely with the sun-spots. 

3. The way in which typical changes may arise in different 
parts of the e3:rth from t}ie effects ?f an assumed recurring 
sec11lar change m solar radiated heat, is shown by a reference to 
the general schem~ of atmospheric c~·ci:l~tion . in conjunction 
with the two leadmg factors of vanabihty, viz., season and 
latitude. 

4. A consideration of these ·P?i1its leads ~he auth~r to divide 
the world into five zones, which either theoretically might, or are 
actually known to, involYe some typical change in the secular 
variation of the rainfall either of one season or the whole year. 

5. Partly to illustrate this mode of subdivision by applying a 
i·easonable working hypothesis1 3:nd partly in the l;b~~nce of 
ra.hsolutely conclusive evidence m its favour, by exh1b1t111g the 
harmony of existing facts 'Yith tI1e conditio~s theoretically 
deduced from it, to promote its ultimate adopt10n, the theory 
of the inverse variation of solar radiated heat with the sun-spots 
is assumed throughout: . 

6. It is also shown m the Introduction that we have a good 
deal of evidence in favour of the same theory, both a priori, 
from a consideration of the principle of conservation of energy 
as appli ed to the sun, as well as indirect, from the results of 
thermometrical observations. 

7. · In applying this hypothesis to ~etermine ~he rainfall va:ia
tion, account is mainly taken of the direct relat~on between_ w'.nd 
velocity and temperature, the .secular changes m solar radiation 
bein,,. assumed to cause similar effective secular changes in the 
velo;ity of the larger atmospheric convection cutT~nts. 

8 · An induction from Messrs. Blanford and Eliot's theory of 
cyclone-generation is then made; use. of, in combinatio~ with ~he 
preceding. hypothesis, from which 1t appears tha~ while! owmg 
to the diminished solar temperature, evaporahon rmght be 
lessened in .the tropics at the epoc~ of m~um sun-spot, the 
diminished .carrying power of the wmd {by which . the prev~lence 
of cyclones at. this epoch would be accounted.for,. acc~r<µng: tp 
Blanford .and Eliot's theory)might allow of greater .prec1p1tatI_on 
near the place of evaporation, arid therefo~e of a generally heavier 
rainfall in-these .regions. At the opposite epoch, on the other 
hand, the increased velocity of the wind would prob~bly cau~e. a 
wider distribution of tropical vapour, and ther~fore m c?mbma• 
tion with: the direct effects of the assumed mcrease m ·solar 

,~. :Ihe. .l4,iaf<1ll .of.the. World in .Connection _wit.h ,the ,El._cven,Year i; .. "r···io. d. 
af $iµ:l-spots;. _, With. an Introd,uctioa and Append,_x; B:y 'E. D: Arc.h,liald, 
Professor afs Mathematics in the 0Patna College , · (Calcutta and Limdoa 
Thacker and Co. 1878.) 

radiation at the same epoch give rise to a defi ciency of rain in 
parts, more especially those in which the local conditions 
normally tend to produce aridity. 

9. These hypothetical results are then sho,rn to approxi
mately agree with the actual results of observations recorded in 
these regions. 

10. It is next shown that the effects of the assumed secular· 
change in the velocity of the anti-trade {the prevailino- wind of 
the temperate zone) should differ considerably from those in the 
case of the monsoons and trades of the tropics an increased 
velocity_ in the case of the anti-trade causing a g;eater quantity 
of tropical vapour to be conveyed to the temperate regions a.nd 
consequently a greater degree of humidity to ensue there. When 
therefore, the direct effects of the assumed increase of sola~ 
heat a t such an epoch are at a minimum, that is to sa.y, in the 
winter, the relative humidity, and consequently the rainfall, 
should be increased. It is also evident that such an effect 
should be most conspicuously felt in those regions where rnin 
falls only in the winter, and is due to the descent of the anti
trade. 

II. The occnrrence of this inverse variation in the zone of 
winter rains, which in the case of the Mediten-anean stations 
(Zeitschri.ft fiir Mtteoro!ogie, Band viii. No. 6), had hitherto been 
deemed unfavourable to Messrs. Lockyer and Meldrum's gene
ralisation regarding the direct variation of terrestrial rainfall with 
the sun-spots, is also shown to be visible in the winter rainfall 
of Northern India, and the rainfalls of Jerusalem and California, 
thereby affording some preliminary support to the notion tbat it 
holds over a still wider extent of the globe where the rain falls 
mostly during the winter. 

12. The attempt is then made to show that while the direct 
effects -of the secular change in the sun's heat over extra-tropical 
continents may, during the summer, operate so far as to destroy 
the indirect effects prodnced by the correspondino- variations in 
the strength of the anti-trade, and as Dr. Hahn <>has shown in 
the case of the summer rainfalls of several stations in Central 
Europe, actually cause a direct variation with the sun-spots, 
there are, as there should be, in accordance with the hypothesis, 
some preliminary indications of an inverse variation of that 
proportion of the total which falls during the winter months 
alone, even in those places where the rain falls throughout the 
year. This fact, then, would imply that a change of season 
causes a change of type in the character of the variation, so 
that in order to render the variations distinctly apparent we 
shonld compare the winter and summer falis separately. It 
may also be inferred that the quality of the variation in the 
total annual fall will depend on the preponderance of the sum 
mer or winter falls respectively, which fact may help to _account 
for the numerous anomalies noticed by those who have hitherto 
compared the total annual falls of places in the temperate zone 
with sun-spots. • 

13. It is finally inferred in the appendix, as a direct result of 
the hypothesis assumed throughout, that the winter gales of the 
temperate zone and the cyclones of the tropics should hear a 
complementary relation to each other, the former being most 
frequent about the time of minimum, and the latter about that 
of maximum, sun-spot. Some evidence in favour of this notion 
was recently communicated to NATURE by Mr. S. A. HiU 
(vol. xviii. p. 616). 

14. The pamphlet is intended by the author to be considered 
as merely tentative, and not by any means conclusive. It is the 
method of division into zones and the separate comparison of 
seasonal falls, rather than the accordance of data with theo• 
retical deductions, to which he desires to give prol!linence, and 
which he thinks may be .of some assistance to othei: .work.en 
in the same field. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE . 

THE Cambridge Mathematical Tripos list was published on 
the 24th. · -T-his year the list co!}tains 91 names. ·There are 28 
classed as Wranglers, 33 as Senior Optimes, 29 as Junior Op
times, : and · l·: · ./Egrotat. In 1878 the list containe!l. 94 names, 
31.-being ,W~a11glers, 3o·Senio~ Qptimes,, 29.Junior.Optimes, and 
4c;./Egrotant . . ,The first ·thre¢, .Wranglers are Mr, A. J .. ~amp
bell Allen, of, St.; l'eter's,,·Jdf>:c~ .rge W.alker, .o.f Queen.s, .and 
Mr. Ciirl P.¢a.rson, ,l(,ing's. ,,Mr •. J:::am.pbeU.Allen; of St.:: Eeter's. 
Cpl~g.e, ,the:Senior, ,Wrangler, ' i;l·aa,,native' of Beifast,. , and was 
born ii;b4.&56. ,,,¼Ie-;i:eeeive<l hi~,-elementary .. :1:du.cation at- · the 
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R oyal Academical Institution, Belfa~t. In 1872 he became a 
student at Queen's College, Belfast, where he succeeded in 
winning several scholarships and also two Peel Exhibitions, one 
for general proficiency and the second for mathematics. Tn 
1875 he was elected to an open scholarship at St. Peter's, and ia 
October of that year he graduated B.A. at the Queen's 
University, sub,equently proceeding M.A. On each occasion he 
obtained a fir,t-class for mathematical science, and was awarded 
a gold medal. He has won several college prizes during- his 
residence at Cambridge. Mr. Walker is a native of Dmharo, 
and was educated at Durham University, of which he is a 
Fellow, and proceeded to Queen's College in October, 1875. 
He has been a prizeman of the college for mathematics. Mr. 
Pearson was educated at University College School, and also 
under private tuition with the Rev. L. Hensley, of Hitchin. He 
gained an open scholarship at King's College in 1875, and has 
been each year college prizeman in mathema:ics. 

A REPORT just published by the Swiss Statistical Board gives 
some informatbn as to the state of primary instruction in the 
various cantons of Switzerland. Out of 21,875 recruits examined 
during the year 1877, II'7 per cent. proved to have primary in
struction quite in-ufficient, and were sent back to the primary 
milito.ry fchoob. The better educated cantons are those in which 
manufactures are more developed, namely, Basel (tmvn), Geneva, 
and Zurich, Schaffhausen and Thurgau. The worst educated are 
those of Appenzell (land), Uri, Vv'allis, and Freiburg (Catholic). 
Primary edncatio·n seems to have become ,•.·orse during reccat 
years, ns the results for 1877 are far below those of 1876. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 
Jwrnal of f/,e Frankli11 Institute, December, 1878.-From 

experiments here described by Mr. Jacques, it appears that cur
rents of air of varying density, as in Tyndall's well-known experi
ment, not only diminish the intensity of a sound, but affect its 
distinci11es,, This holds good especially for the human voice, 
and for musical instruments with few overtones {as the flute), 
The effect on the voice is that of a repetition of each syllable 
several times in close succession. Sound-waves were traced out 
in the space of an auditorium in Boston, and their confusion 
shown on introducing air-currents. The good acoustic properties 
of the Baltimore Academy of Music are proved to be due to 
arrangements by which a large volume of air is conducted, in 
gentle current, across the stage and diagonaily towards the roof. 
\¥hen, by closing certain valves, ventilation was arrested and 
currents of circulation generated, the sound was noticed to be 
"dead," or "confused and indistinct."-Dr. Dudley investigates 
the chemical C'Jmposition and physical properties of steel rails, 
deducing some rules for guidance of the Pennsylvania Railroad 
Co;npany.-Mr. Dupuy writes on the direct process of making 
wrought iron and steel,-Mr. Dumont on lest, of boiler iron,
and Prof. Haupt on the use of the heliotrope in geodetic surveys. 

THE A,chives des Sciences physiques ct na!urelles (parts 251 
and 252, November and December) contain the following papers 
of inlerest :-On ytterbina, a new earth contained in gadolinite, 
by C. Marignac.-On a transformation of dibromethylene into 
an acetone with four atoms of carbon, brought about by the 
action of hypobromons acid, by E. Demole.-A note on Dr. 
Heine's work on the formation of mountains, by E. Renevier.
On the geography and archreology of forests, by Dr. Asa Gray. 
-Recent researches in solar chemistry, by J. Norman Lockyer. 
-Observation of a case of migration of carps, by A. Bar-
tholoni.-On a general method C'f continuous integration of any 
numeric function, applied tc> several theorems furnished by !he 
mathematical analysis of the calculation of the curves of a new 
thermograph, by Raoul Pictet and Gustave Cellerier.-On the 
limnograph of Secberon, near Geneva, by Ph. Plantamour.-A 
note on the useful effect of magneto-electric machines and the 
production of electric light, by A. Achard,-On the reappearance 
of Enck e's Cilmet of short period, with a history'of this comet, . by 
Alfred Gautier.-Some remarks on the migration of carps by G. 
Lunel.-On the ophite of Spain, by M. Calderon. 

Bulletin def AcadlmuRoyale de Belgique, N ,.s. 9 and IO, 1878. 
-This contains a· , account, by 111. Dupont, ofa recent important 
" find " of fossils in the Sainte Barbe, one of the coal mines of 
Bernissart (a village near the French frontier), consisting of five 
skeletons of large adult iguanodons together with tortoise -, 
numerous fishes, and plant-impressions, constituting a fauna and 
flora wholly new for the country. The bones are unfortunately 
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impregnated with pyrites, so that they are readily disaggregated 
on contact with air, but they have been carefully removed in 
plaster to Brus,els, after precise noting of position, &c. The 
fos, ils were found at se,•era\ different levels separated by layers 
of sterile clay. There is no indication of molluscs cf any kind. 
The deposit is thought to be of the Wealdian horizon, and i~ 
remarkable, both in itself, and in its relations to the subterranean 
, r graphy of the valley cf Mons, and the lower cretaceous strata 
of Hainaut.-1'\'I. Plateau writes on a law of the persistence of 
impressions in the eye. With two disc having the same number 
of s:ctors, and the white sectors , f the one being equal in 
angular width to the black discs of the other, the "times of 
apparent constancy,'' of 1he two im ressions are to each other 
in inverse ratio of the brightnesses of the two grey tints produc
ing these impressions. A complete impression, whether intense 
or weak, has no appreciable time of apparent constancy ; and. 
the time is_ longer, the more incomplete the impression. The 
~egree of 1Ilumin:1-tion of the object has but a weak and indlrect 
rnflue_nce on the time o~ :tPparent constancy.-M. Longch~mp, 
contributes furthe~ add1t~ons to the synopsis of the Gomphrnes ; 
and ~- Renar~ htholog1cal rese~rcbes on the phtanites of the 
carboniferous limestone of Belgrnm.-M. Montigny describes 
an experimental arrangement for the study of coloured stars. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES 
LONDON 

Royal Society, December 19, 1878.-" On the Torsioaal 
Strain which remains · in a Glass Fibre after Rele,i.se from 
Twisting Stress," by J. Hopkinson, D.Sc., F . R.S. 

It has lung been known that if a wire of metal or fibre of
glass be fer a time twisted, and be then released, it will not a t 
once return to its initial position, but will exhibit a gradually 
decreasing torsion in the direction of the impressed twist. The 
best method of approximating to an expression of the fact s has 
been given by Boltzmann (" Akad. der Wis, ensch. zu Wien, " 
1874). He rests his theory upon the assumption that a stress 
acting for a short time will leave after it has ceased a strain 
which decreases in amount as time elapses, and that the prin
ciple of superposition is applicable lo these strains, that is to 
say, that we may add the after-effects of stre-ses, whether simul
taneous _or success ive. Boltzmann also finds that, if <I> (t) T be 
the strain at time t resulting from a twist lasting a very short 
time-,, at time t = o, </> (t) = !'::, where A is constant for mode-

t 
rate values oft, but decreases wben t is very large or yery small. 

The glass fibre I examined was about twenty inches in 
length. The glass from which it was drawn was composed of 
silica, soda, and lime; in fact, wa, glass No. I of my paper on 
"Residual Change of the Leyden Jar" (Phil. Trans., 1877). 
In all cases the twist given was one complete revolution. The 
defl ection at any time was determined by the position on a scale 
of the image of a wire before a lamp, f,.1rmed by reflection from 
a light concave mirror, as in Sir W. Thorns~n's galvanometers 
and quadrant electrometer. 

The first point to be ascertained from the results was 
whether or not the principle of superpo, ition, assumed by 
Boltzmann, holds for torsion., of the magnitude used. 

The experiments indicate a large deviation from the principle 
of superposition, the actual effect being less than the sum of the 
separate effects of the periods of stress into which the actual 
period may be broken up. 

They also appear to indicate the form "'(t) = !:, a beino- less 
't' t• no 

than, but near to, unity. If a = 0·95 we have a fairly satis
factory formula for the case in which the fibre was t,visted two 
hours. 

In the author's paper on "Residual Change of the Leyden 
Jar" that subject is discussed in the same manner as Boltzmann 
discusses the after-effect of torsion on a fibre, and it is worth 
remarking that those results can be roughly expressed by a 
formula in which 4>(t) = !:. For glass No. 5 (soft crown} 

t• 
« = ~·65, whilst for No. 7 (light flinti it is greater: but in the 
electrical experiment no sign of a definite deviation from the law 
of superposition was detected. 

January 16.-" On the Effect of Strong Induction-Currents 
upon the Structure of the Spinal Cord," by William Miller Ord, 
M.D. 
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